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										Trust your car to deliver

									

								

																						
									
										Driving is not just a science. It's an art form. With Wynn's wide range of quality products, you can trust your car to deliver pure joy of driving, whether you're cruising through city streets or embarking on an exhilarating road trip.
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										No time for breakdowns

									

								

																						
									
										Injector Cleaners, the treatment preventing costly mechanical breakdowns and everyday worries.
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				It pays off to love your car



Fast, effective and money saving solutions for every vehicle
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The right products for your car
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Check out our expert tips
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Find a dealer near you









Problem Solver

Find solutions for common car problems
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                Injector Cleaner Petrol and Diesel

                In case of diesel knocking, difficult starting, too much black exhaust smoke, poor functioning of pump and injectors or even high fuel consumption, pooring the injector cleaner in the tank can be the answer to your problems.



              
 	
            

          

		
          
            
              
              
                
                Don’t put clean oil in a dirty engine !

                To prolong the life of your engine, it is recommended to change the oil every 5,000 to 10,000 km. In order to prevent contamination of fresh oil by residues left behind, you should clean your engine with a Motor Cleaner or an Engine Flush before changing the oil.



              
 	
            

          

		
          
            
              
              
                
                Diesel Particulate Filter Cleaner

                With Diesel Particulate Filter, you avoid costly repairs such as changing a DPF and avoid over-consumption of fuel. An easy solution, with ultra fast results that will reduces soot formation during the fuel combustion cycle.



              
 	
            

          

		
          
            
              
              
                
                Car care range

                We focused on the most effective innovation to develop a complete range of car care products. From Scratch Remover to Dash & Display cleaner passing by Wheel Cleaner, you will find the right product for your car.



              
 	
            

          

		
	
      




	
	










About us

A success story since 1939

The story began in 1939 when Chestien Wynn’s, with a passion for chemistry, developed a formula to prevent friction between metal parts. Now, more than 80 years later, Wynn’s has grown into a global company, offering complete vehicle solutions for fuel, oil, coolant, disinfection and cleaning.

Wynn’s additives are a real alternative to costly mechanical repairs.


Learn more about us






What our clients say
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										I used this in my brothers diesel van as it had a flat spot on acceleration, and the flat stop is clearing steadily. We have used Wynn's product's for many years because they do the job.. I would recommend this. 
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										Very good indeed cleaned the DPF and turned off the EML ..highly recommended 
										
 
										Bryan P. 
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										This is the first time I used this, it is brilliant. As soon as I put it in, the car was more quiet and is running real smooth.. I would recommend this to fellow drivers.  
										
 
										Actual Ace 
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										Used this stuff since the late 1970's, it does what it says.  
										
 
										silverbeatle1 
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										Have used Wynn’s products for over 40 years and have never had any problems. I would also recommend the oil additive which I have also used many times. 
										
 
										jamesd6512 
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										Water in a diesel fuel tank can enter via the pump or by condensation. Either way, in very cold weather this water can freeze in the fuel filter. This means your engine may not start.... Not good up in a mountain ! This stuff chemically removes the water allowing to pass through the filter, to be burnt in the engine. Good stuff. 
										
 
										richardhsharker 
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										I find it really makes a big difference to how my 2006 sprinter van runs. Loads more power and it sounds smoother and quieter and way less smoke from the exhaust system (pretty much zero!), it’s really good and well worth it. Will keep using this indefinitely. 
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										I find it really makes a big difference to how my 2006 sprinter van runs. Loads more power and it sounds smoother and quieter and way less smoke from the exhaust system (pretty much zero!), it’s really good and well worth it. Will keep using this indefinitely. 
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                        Enhance Your Engine’s Performance: Why Should I Use Engine Oil Additives?
                      

                      In the realm of automotive care, engine maintenance stands as a cornerstone for ensuring longevity and optimal performance. While routine oil changes are essential, savvy vehicle owners often seek additional means to enhance their engine’s efficiency and lifespan. This is where engine oil additives step in as a valuable supplement to traditional oil changes, offering a myriad of benefits that can…
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                    Welcome to the official account of Wynn‘s Export!
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                [image: Did you know? Cleaning the fuel system and injectors plays an important role in optimising fuel economy. A thorough cleaning removes deposits in the fuel system and injectors and restores the spray pattern. This ensures that the right amount of fuel is used. With Petrol/Diesel Extreme Injector Cleaners you ensure a thorough injector cleaning 👉 https://www.wynns.eu/pro/compare/?ids=3618,8178  #wynnsexport #fuelsavings #savefuel #fueleconomy #injectors #injector #injectorcleaning #garage #workshop #extremeinjectorcleaner]
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                [image: Did you know? 💡 Bacteria are living in fuel and can multiply in the fuel tank easily. The first signal? Low fuel pressure! Good news, there are solutions ➡ https://www.wynns.eu/tip/bacterias/  #wynnsexport #tips #additives #bacteria #fuelbacteria #fuelbug #fuelbiocide #wynns #wynnsfuelbiocide #lowfuelpressure #fuelpressure #fuel]
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                [image: Our customers are satisfied of Wynn’s Diesel Extreme Injector Cleaner! The product instantly cleans and protects injectors, restoring the ideal injector spray pattern.  More product information: https://www.wynns.eu/product/diesel-extreme-injector-cleaner/  #wynnsexport #injectors #injectorcleaner #injectorremoval #garage #workshop #cars #mechanic #mechaniclife #additives]
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                [image: ✨Wynn's is wishing you happy holidays and all the best for the new year 2023!  #wynnsexport #seasonsgreetings #newyear #prosperousnewyear #happyholidays #cars #automotive #additives]
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                [image: WYNN'S STORY ✨  In 1958, Wynn's officially established itself in Europe, opening its first European factory in Sint-Niklaas, Belgium. 🏢  The company goes global, exporting products to Europe, Africa and the Middle East.  👉🏼 Today, Wynn's solutions are still made in the same factory that was ISO 9001 certified in 1955.  #wynnsexport #wynns #history #ourstory #automotive #production #additives]
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                [image: 💬 What our customers say!  "Excellent for maintaining engine power." Fabio  #wynnsexport #additives #satisfaction #customers #feedback]
            
        


        
            

		        
		        
            

        

    



    


	

	
	


	    
	
	









Subscribe to our Newsletter

Receive news , tips, technical information,..
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